CORRECTING

REMOVING MODERATE TO SEVERE DEFECTS

PERFECTING

REFINING & ENHANCING GLOSS

MOST AGGRESSIVE

FAST CORRECTING CREAM

PROTECTING

PERFECTING & PROTECTING
LEAST AGGRESSIVE

CORRECTING CREAM

PERFECTING CREAM

FINISHING SEALANT

Pint - B110P
Gallon - B110G

Pint - B120P
Gallon - B120G

Pint - B130P
Gallon - B130G

Pint - B140P
Gallon - B140G

BOSS Fast Correcting Pad
5.5” Pad - B110F5
6.5” Pad - B110F6

BOSS Correcting Foam Pad
5.5” Pad - B120F5
6.5” Pad - B120F6

BOSS Perfecting Foam Pad
5.5” Pad - B130F5
6.5” Pad - B130F6

BOSS Finishing Foam Pad
5.5” Pad - B140F5
6.5” Pad - B140F6

TM

TM

Amplify correcting ability
with Micro Fiber Pads

TM

TM

Reduce aggressiveness
of pad and add flexibility
for body contours

BOSS Micro Fiber Pad
5.5” Pad - BMF5
6.5” Pad - BMF6
TM

BOSS Innerflex Pad
5” Pad - BIP5
6” Pad - BIP6
TM

VERSATILE SYSTEM - Increase or decrease liquid aggressiveness with pad selection
800-345-5789 • griotsgarage.com/BOSS

THE POWER TO ACHIEVE PERFECTION

We’ve reinvented the world of paint perfection. We call it the Best Of Show System, or just “BOSS.”
After testing every finish care system out there, I unleashed my team to go beyond great. They
created BOSS, with components precisely designed to work together so it’s simple to get that
jaw-dropping finish we all seek. With BOSS, you can enjoy professional results with the confidence,
ease, and consistency you’ve come to expect from Griot’s Garage. Enjoy perfection.

Richard Griot

THE BOSS

TM

These tools are built right, using the best of the
best. Packing 900 watts of muscle, THE BOSS
long-throw orbitals are the most powerful on the
market. Our rotating assembly is optimized by an
advanced, precision-machined, steel counterbalance
featuring NSK TM bearings; the best in the world. These
attributes generate consistent torque regardless of
user technique, encourage the fast pad rotation rates
needed to power away the deepest defects,
and ensure smooth, low-vibration operation.
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CREAMS

PADS

You can tell the difference from the first drop.
Our proprietary formulas are mixed and tested to
do exactly what they say; fast correcting to mirror
polishing, to sealing and protecting. With precisely
calibrated loads of sub-micron abrasives that you
won’t find in any other product, these liquids empower
you to achieve visibly better results in less time. Pair
them with the appropriate BOSS pads and prepare to
be amazed.

Our 8mm thick, low-profile BOSS buffing pads
have been designed for unrivalled energy transfer
and defect removal. Their low center of gravity
and light weight improves tool stability and pad
control for smoother operation. We use the highest
quality reticulated foam, cut to our specifications.
All BOSS pads feature a center intercooling hole
designed to resist heat buildup at the center of the
pad which eliminates common dishing and other pad
component damage for extended pad life.

800-345-5789 • griotsgarage.com/BOSS
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THE BOSS
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 15 AND 21 IS A LOT MORE THAN 6
Prepare for unparalleled polishing effectiveness. THE BOSS G15 has a 15mm orbit and
THE BOSS G21 has a 21mm orbit. That’s an 87% and 162% difference, respectively, in orbit
throw between THE BOSS tools and a conventional 8mm orbital. This, combined with the
powerful 900-watt motor, delivers consistent pad rotation. The rotating pad, working
in conjunction with a long-throw orbit, effectively removes defects quicker than ever
before. The G15 comes equipped to use our BOSS TM 5” pad system and is recommended for
experienced enthusiasts or detailers. The more aggressive G21 is set up for our BOSS 6”
pad system and is recommended for professional detailers.
15mm Orbital BG15 $365
21mm Orbital BG21 $385

DOUBLE-SHOT RUBBER
MID-BODY GRIPS

DOUBLE-SHOT RUBBER
PLATYPUS FORE-GRIP

SUPERIOR NSKTM
BEARING
CONSTRUCTION

PRECISION-MACHINED
COUNTER-BALANCE

NON-MARRING
COMPOSITE BODY

SMART HEAT
MANAGEMENT
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PERFORMANCE, CONTROL, COMFORT
FULL
Speed (OPM)

THE BOSS is the most innovative orbital ever.
We are the first to integrate a fully variable speed
trigger versus a common, on/off, toggle-type switch
like the competition uses. This means you can throttle
the tool from a dead stop to the maximum dial setting
incrementally throughout the sweep of the trigger,
acutely focusing the control you have over the tool.

0

FULL
Trigger Compression

VARIABLE SPEED DIAL,
MAX SPEED 5000 OPM

TRIGGER
LOCK

QUICK ACCESS
BRUSH SIDE PORTS

VARIABLE SPEED
TRIGGER THROTTLE

GUSSETED
CORD SUPPORT

13’ SILICON-RUBBER,
16 AWG CORD

DOUBLE-SHOT RUBBER
PISTOL GRIP

ALL PREMIUM NSK
BEARINGS FOR SUPERIOR
PERFORMANCE
TM

800-345-5789 • griotsgarage.com/BOSS

PRECISION CNC MACHINED
COUNTER-BALANCE
FOR SMOOTH OPERATION
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BOSS CREAMS
TM

ENGINEERED FOR SUPERIOR RESULTS
Our proprietary Best Of Show System TM formulas utilize specialized levels of sub-micron
abrasives, which more efficiently remove defects and leave a highly-refined finish. Each
formula is engineered with rich, high-lubricity, non-filling components to promote faster
pad rotation so you can produce a true, concours-worthy finish in less time.

FAST CORRECTING CREAM
Packed with high loads of sub-micron abrasives,
our BOSS Fast Correcting Cream makes quick work
of removing the most severe defects, adding depth
and clarity to your paint, and preparing it
for perfecting or sealing.

Pint B110P $24
Gallon B110G $130

CORRECTING CREAM
Featuring sub-micron abrasives, our advanced
formula BOSS Correcting Cream effectively
eliminates moderate defects, adds depth and
clarity, and allows for extended buff cycles
that won’t dust out, revealing a pristine,
wax-ready finish.

Pint B120P $24
Gallon B120G $130
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PERFECTING CREAM
Formulated with a balanced blend of sub-micron
abrasives and polishing oils that provide extended
play time, BOSS Perfecting Cream beautifies the
finish by removing the most minute scratches,
swirl marks, and hazing holograms.

Pint B130P $20
Gallon B130G $110

FINISHING SEALANT
Formulated with a unique blend of sub-micron
abrasives, polishing oils, polymers and waxes
and used for removal of fine to moderate surface
defects. Flexible in its buffing pad pairing, this
all-in-one formula delivers capable defect correction
while imparting rich, deep, durable protection.

Pint B140P $20
Gallon B140G $110

800-345-5789 • griotsgarage.com/BOSS
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BOSS PADS
TM

INNOVATIVE PAD TECHNOLOGY = BETTER, FASTER, SAFER
Pads provide the contact patch between you and your paint finish. Just like racing tires
gripping the track, this interaction is critical to success. Thinner, lighter, and with a cooling
hole, they are available as a 5” or 6” system. The 5” system offers improved control, access
to tighter areas, and faster pad rotation for increased defect removal. The 6” system
delivers increased safety, controlled pad rotation, and more coverage per pass. THE BOSS TM
G15 comes ready for the 5” system and the BOSS G21 comes ready for the 6” system, but
either may easily be converted to the 5” or 6” system.

MICRO FIBER

FAST CORRECTING FOAM

CORRECTING FOAM

This pad amplifies the effectiveness of our
Correcting and Perfecting Creams for rapid

Our most aggressive foam pad, this ultra-firm,
euro foam pad is for use with Correcting Creams
to remove moderate to severe defects.

Not as aggressive as our Fast Correcting pad,
this euro foam pad is rated as firm and should be
paired with Correcting Creams to remove light to
moderate defects.

removal of moderate to severe defects. Its plush
nap reduces matting and maintains a dynamic
cutting action while the foam interface improves
conformability over vehicle contours.

5.5” (2-Pack) B110F5 $23
6.5” (2-Pack) B110F6 $28

5.5” (2-Pack) B120F5 $23
6.5” (2-Pack) B120F6 $28

5.5” (2-Pack) BMF5 $26
6.5” (2-Pack) BMF6 $30
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PLUSH-NAP
MICROFIBER

LOW-PROFILE
PAD

CHAMFERED
FOAM EDGE

TUNED FOAM
INTERFACE

REDUCES MATTING AND
MAINTAINS DYNAMIC
CUTTING ACTION.

ENSURES HIGH PAD
ROTATION FOR MAXIMUM
CORRECTION AND MORE
CONTROL.

MAXIMIZES FOOTPRINT FOR
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
AND FINISH PROTECTION.

IMPROVES CONFORMABILITY
OVER VEHICLE CONTOURS.

PERFECTING FOAM

FINISHING FOAM

INNERFLEX

This medium firmness, multi-purpose foam
pad is for use with Perfecting Cream to remove
light scratches and defects for optimal depth
and clarity.

Constructed from ultra-soft foam, this pad is
for use with Perfecting Cream or Finishing
Sealant to deliver optimal depth and clarity on
the most delicate paint finishes.

Reduces the aggressiveness of the pad you use it
with while adding a cushioning effect that helps the
pad conform to body panel contours. It also helps
reduce temperature buildup and extend pad life.

5.5” (2-Pack) B130F5 $23
6.5” (2-Pack) B130F6 $28

5.5” (2-Pack) B140F5 $23
6.5” (2-Pack) B140F6 $28

5” Innerflex Pad BIP5 $14
6” Innerflex Pad BIP6 $15

800-345-5789 • griotsgarage.com/BOSS
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5” & 6” BACKING PLATES
Our vented backing plates are engineered
as an integral part of our heat management
system. They not only help extend the life
of your pads, but their flexible urethane
construction also enhances the pad’s ability
to conform to intricate body panels.
More control means better results.

5” BG5BP $24
6” BG6BP $27

DETAILER’S BAG
Conveniently carry all of your BOSS TM gear in one
convenient and comfortable bag. Our tough, stylish,
and water-resistant Detailer’s Bag is made from
600 denier nylon.

92221 $69.99

RIGHT-ANGLE HANDLE

This handle offers additional
user control and comfort. It
features energy dampening
rubber grips and silicone
energy dampening bushings.

This handle can be installed
on either side of THE BOSS TM ,
according to your preference.
It provides added control and
comfort, and features an energy
dampening rubber grip and
mounting bushing.

BGDH $20

BGRAH $13

D-HANDLE
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MIX ‘N’ MATCH VERSUS STEP-BY-STEP
Our Best Of Show System TM is not a 1-2-3 system, it’s a much more flexible concept
that allows you to get the perfect combination of pads and creams for the specific
condition of your paint. The basic layout pairs pads and creams for the most
common needs by color coding. With 4 liquids, 5 pad types (and our Innerflex
cushioning pad) in 2 sizes, you have hundreds of unique combinations possible to
address virtually every paint correcting, perfecting, and finishing scenario.

800-345-5789 • griotsgarage.com/BOSS
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We’ve been laying down the law in Random Orbital polishing since 1992 and we’re breaking new ground
with the Best Of Show System (BOSS). The system is anchored by our new line of innovative THE BOSSTM
long-throw Random Orbitals, and includes a line of proprietary pads and targeted creams. BOSSTM was
created in-house from the ground up by our development team to deliver professional quality results with
the ease and consistency you expect from your paint finishing system. If you’re like me, you aim high when
it comes to results… this system hits the bull’s-eye every time. Enjoy perfection.

Richard Griot

Tools:
15mm Orbital BG15 $365
21mm Orbital BG21 $385
Accessories:
D-Handle BGDH $20
Right-Angle Handle BGRAH $13
5” Backing Plate BG5BP $24
6” Backing Plate BG6BP $27
Detailer’s Bag 92221 $69.99

Fast Correcting Cream
Pint B110P $24 Gallon B110G
Correcting Cream
Pint B120P $24 Gallon B120G
Perfecting Cream
Pint B130P $20 Gallon B130G
Finishing Sealant
Pint B140P $20 Gallon B140G

$130
$130
$110
$110

Micro Fiber (2-Pack)
5.5” BMF5 $26
6.5” BMF6 $30
Fast Correcting Foam (2-Pack)
5.5” B110F5 $23 6.5” B110F6 $28
Correcting Foam (2-Pack)
5.5” B120F5 $23 6.5” B120F6 $28
Perfecting Foam (2-Pack)
5.5” B130F5 $23 6.5” B130F6 $28
Finishing Foam (2-Pack)
5.5” B140F5 $23 6.5” B140F6 $28
Innerflex Pads
5” BIP5 $14
6” BIP6 $15

800-345-5789 • griotsgarage.com/BOSS

THE POWER TO ACHIEVE PERFECTION

